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Real Hstate Transfers
The election held in this pre- The engine attached to the
cinct
resulted in the southbound train this morning
OP HOME INTEREST.
William E. Moses and wife to J
J electionMonday
of Camilio Ilaca for ius-- was disabled on reaching the
Levi Baldwin & Company, n e
Editor Chieftain:
tice of the peace and J. J. Galle- station. The Magdalena engine
32, "Dob Spring
sec.
Nearly everyone is suffering Ranch," also n w
pulled the train to San Marciaf
sec.
s e
The finest line of cigars in the gos for constable.
with
the prevailing epidemic.
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Hammel and then returned and made its
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28, "T Ranch;" all in twp. 9 county at Yunker's.
regular trip to Magdalena, leavMrs. Jacob Dines is seriously south, range 3 east, January 17,
New York Herald
Plowing is in progress in the came down from Maedalena- ing Socorro
11 at her residence below town.
at 10 o'clock.
Times-Heral$420.
1901,
and
Thursday
nextmornleft
d
the
Chicago
valley in this vicinity.
for
Paso
to
ning
El
enioy
the
Cut
Mrs.
St. Louis
H.
his
aud
to
out
Moody
wife
this
finished
and take it to A.
T.
has
Davisson
Ed.
C. C. Clark of Kelly stopped at carnival festivities.
E. Howell, Socorro, W. W.
San Francisco Examiner
assessment and moved into town. Mary E. Coffin, lot 9, e Y s e ) the Windsor Thursday.
Denver Republican
n e
sec. 8
It is reported that 600,000 peo Borrowdale, Magdalena drug
Ross and Maybry are doing sec. 5 and n e
Abcyta
a
Abran
Galveston News
range
business
20
made
west,
6
south,
twp.
ple,
more than three times the store and get a free sample of
assessment work on the Lime
to Albuquerque Tuesday.
trip
17, 1900, $422.90.
September
total
population of New Mexico, Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Hill.
are prostrated with the grip in Tablets, the best physic. They
M. G. Locwenstein to C. II.
Spring
Valley
also cure disorders of the stomach,
Jas. Sullivan is stopping for a Brown, lots 13, 14, and 15, block and McBrayer whiskies at Y link New York city lone.
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few days with his sister, Mrs. 13, in the town of Magdalena, er s.
biliousness and headache.
Scientific American
Mr.
and Mrs. J. M. Allen .of
Waiter
llearn.
$250.
1900,
31,
May
W. II. Sanders, a prosperous
Harpers' Weekly
For fine naval oranges call at Magdalena, who had been in this
Oliver and Kean are working
raiser of this county, earner
cattle
C. L. Herrick to Jennie
Mining Journal
for
city
yesterseveral days, left
Katzenstein's. He has 'em, a
on their properties on Mineral
"Mary Jane" mining claim fresh supply.
Sporting News
day morning to view the wonders down from Magdalena Monday
Creek. Oliver was after an ad in the Cat mountain mining dis
and remained in the city two oi
Police Gazette
of the carnival at El Paso.
Have you bought your tickets
ditional supply of ore sacks last trict, December 18, 1900, $1000.
days. Mr. Sanders has catIt is reported that Jacob Blun & three
for Rev. Joseph McConnell's
near
tle
week and expects to have a carand also near
C.
II.
to
Jennie Knoblock
Brother of Fairview will occupy Higgins, Magdalena
musical lecture?
load of ore readj to ship soon.
He reported
lexas.
Brown, "Mary Jane" mining
-- ALSOthe old McGce building in Mag- that all his cattle were
looking
from
Lester
Duryea
came
down
oil
passed
Monday
Our election
claim in the Cat Mountain min
dalena with a stock of general well.
All Local and Territorial Papers. quietly as usual, Henry E. P?t- - ing district.
Kelly yesterday and spent the merchandise about February 1.
Free to the patrons of the ricK being eiecten justice oi me
Thursday morning a belated
J. II. Sherman and wife to the night in this city.
Charlie, the voune- son of Mr.
13. Saucier consec,
peace
and
John
Money cheerfully refunded if and Mrs. Charles Sperling, had passenger train pulling into
States s e ( n w
United
house.
crashed into a cattl?
Q. BIAVASCHI. stable. Mr. Patrick received all 34 twp. 6 south, range 18 west; liquors and cigars are not as rep the misfortune yesterday to have
train killing 15 head of Diamond
but two of the ballots cast for also s'e M n e l sec. 2 twp. 8 resented at Yunkcr s
unone
injured
of
his
feet
badly
A
justice, while Mr. Saucier came south, range 18 west, relinquish
and turning loose over
Don't compare our wines with der a wheel of a movine wagon. 200cattle
unani
being
vote
of
one
within
head
that went skurrying
ment.
RENT,
FOn
cheap sugar colored water. The
Suits tailored to measure "over the hills and far away
mously elected.
and wife to very best at Yunker's.
Tomas
Martinez
formerlv sold for $25 now $18 Luckily no passengers were in- $5.00 4 room, frame dwelling',
sec
n e
Work begins on the May this J. II. Sherman, s
during January onlv, by
if or school books, stationery,
shingie roof, porch, stable, week. The owner, Mr. Green, 3 twp. 8 south, range 19 west,
jurea.
G. L. Cook,
and all school supplies call on A,
barn, corral.
W. B.
came in from Pueblo a week ago December 7, 1900, $150.
United State
Agent. attorney, Childers,
C. Torres, Court street.
$5.00 6 room, adobe dwelling', and immediately began prepara
returned to Albuqner'
BLOWN TO ATOMS.
One of the attractions at the que yesterday. He has no late
iron roof, porch, stable, shed, tion. He has sent over llartsliom
Remember: We don't handle
barn, well.
and Mitchell to take the water
The old idea that the body any cheap adulterated wines or El Paso carnival this week has news from Washington, but exbeen an aged Mexican, Don
pects the appointment of United
needs a powerful, whiskies at P. N. Yunker's,
$10.00 5 room, modern adobe out of the shaft and get every some-timforce
put
a
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to
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thing
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is
who
been
pill
purgative
drastic,
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"Vottage, Fischer ave.
Fresh oysters twice a week at have visited El Paso 116 years States
to be made at an early date. He
of men. Mr. Green will personal exploded; for Dr. King's new
s.
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&
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lry
$5.00 3 room, adole house, tin ly superintend the work and it is life pills, which are perfectly Lon Jenkins
ago.
thinks his chances are good.
roof.
New Mexican.
his intention to drift both ways harmless, gently stimulate liver once and you will call again
having
epian
is
City
Silver
session of demic
The thirty-fourt- h
$10.00 8 room adobe, shingle on his ore while sinking his shaft and bowels to expel poisonous
crime as well as of grip.
of
A. L. Heister writes that he
to a greater depth.
matter, cleanse the system and the territorial general assembly Perhaps the one is the conse- has quit the'hotel business
roof, citj water.
and
Monday,
will
begin
labors
its
M. W. JU.
absolutely cure constipation and
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There
the
a
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accepted
position
at
the
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pick headache. Only 25c at all
Mrs. McPherson and W. Sher now six prisoners in the Grant Ledge concentrator in the Kelly
$15.00 5 room, frame cottage, A Good Performance at the Opera drug stores. W. W. Borrowdale lock Huggett of Magdalena regis' county jail awaiting trial for camp. Mr. Heister also writes-tha- t
Houm,
Magdalena.
furnished, I' ischer ave.
tered at the Windsor Tuesday.
murder.
he has been in very poor
The great Ilewett and Lady
Frank Johnson, a stockman of
Foil SALE.
Honor Roll.
Capt. A. B. Fitch stopped over health but is now much improvZetta gave a remarkably fine en
Burro springs in the Magdalenas, in this city between trains Wed- ed, that Kelly is all right and
$90.003 room house, new, rn tertainment at the opera house Following is a list of pupils on naa business in tnis city yester nesday on his way to Denver. The The Chieftain ditto.
good repair, 5 lots, fenced.
Tuesday night last to a big the honor roll in Miss Berry's day.
Captain reported progress at the
Those interested should reroom
the public school this
Graphic and in the Kelly camp member that United States court
$250.00 4 room house, 5 lots, audience, and rendered their per week, atviz:
K.
Mr.
Mrs.
Edwards
and
L.
Raymond,
Frances
fenced, walled on west side, 30 formance in such a happy style
meets in Socorro on the fourth
Torres, Carrie Price, have been among the sufferers generally.
fruit trees, shade trees, garden, as to completely captivate their Joscfita
Died, in this city this morning Monday of April, not on the last
Mary Raymond, Lola Vigil, from the prevailing epidemic this
chicken yard, stable, hay barn, listeners.
of
Emit
week.
dropsy, Joseph Emerson, an Monday of that month. This
and
Katzenstcin
Pedro
The costumes worn by Zetta
buggy shed, cow s.ied, corral
and well known citizen. arrangement was made for the
were trie runest ever sjea in so Padillo.
The Iashvillc students arc old
services will be conduct- purpose of causing the session of
Funeral
$250.00 6 room, adobe dwelling. corro. Her mind reading an.i
in Denver. So much for
stranded
the United States court and the
of
Chicago,
Tailors,
Royal
The
iron roof, porch, well, stable, cabinet work is the talk of the
their Socorro engage ed tomorrow at 10 o'clock a. ra. territorial court to come at the
U. S. A., are trying to lose breaking
residence.
from
the
barn, shed.
ment.
town. The cabinet was produc
same time.
$300.00 3 room, adobe house, Í ed upon the open stage, a small $25,000 during January. They
confined
Fresh vegetables from Denver to John Grecnwald was
The W. C T. U. will hold a
rooms new, tar roof, 2 acres curtain only being used a lew will charge it up to advertising
the house the first of the week
twice a week at Lon Jenkins &
1 hey have simply "cut
parlor meeting next Friday evenfenced, fruit, shade trees, stable, seconds as a screen from the expense.
of
is
grip
an
with
the
but
attack
the liver out of prices on hne Company's, south side of the out today attending the meeting ing at the residence of Mrs.
city water.
audience to allow Zetta to free strictly
tailorplaza.
Sperling. A short musical and
SS00 500 acres, more or less, bot herself certainly a most interof the board of county commissaving
in
cases
ing,
some
cut
this
acting
is
Hasty
the
George
sioners, of which body he is literary program has been artom land, private ditch, cultiva' esting feature.
the buyer r.s high as $10.00 on a capacity of landlord in the chairman.
ranged for the occasion which
tion and native grass, three
great
kept
Hewett
the
lhe
$15 and $18 suits, cut absence of "mine host" R. W
suit.
The
will be interspersed with charades,
miles from Socorro.
audience in a roar of laughter to measure and guaranteed, are
The Royal Tailors, of Chicago, games, etc. The public is .coMonroe.
legitifor
with
minutes
thirty
7
room,
adobe dwelling,
$1500
want to get acquainted with fifty rdially invited to come and spend
certainly the best bargains we
shingle and iron roof, city mate and burlesque magic.
Frank Knoblock, Magdalena's new people, residents of Socorro, a pleasant evening.
in
seen
ever
tailored
rightly
have
Many beautiful presents were apparel for man.
water in house and grounds,
rustling liveryman, arrived in N. M., during the month of JanuFollowing is a partial list of
bouse well and substantially given away and many hearts
town with a passenger early this ary. They have decided to pay
furnished, including one grand made glad. These artists play a
morning.
IT GIRDLES THB GLOBE.
for the privilege. Full partic- Socorro's citizens who are enjoying the week's carnival festivisquare Emerson piano, 3 acres, return ecgagement in Socorro on
Forgetfulness of sorrows, joy, ulars from G. E. Cook.
The fame of Bucklen's Arnica
ties in El Paso: Mr. and Mrs,
The
315 fancy assorted fruit trees Monday, January 21st.
you
unexpected recreation, it
W. U. Walter, the efficient C. T. Brown, Mr. and Mrs. D.
in bearing, 228 fancy assorted manager announced a change of Salve, as the best in the world, drink
Spring Valley whiskey at
for Dunncgan & Co. Wattelct, Mcsdames C. G. Dungrape vines in bearing, 25 program, and no doubt they will extends around the earth. It's the
s.
Yunker
corns,
of
cuts,
one
was in this city can and Homer Hill, and Messrs..
healer
Magdalena,
perfect
of
house.
to
large
play
another
ornamental trees, shade trees,
burns, bruises, sores, scalds, boils,
E. W. Wallace aud S. Sim Tuesday. Mr. Walter was tak- Chas. Cause, E. W. Eaton, W.
shrubs, bulbs, roses, straw
ulcers, felons, uches, pains and all monds of Magdalena were num ing a brief vacation and improv- II. Winter, R. W. Monroe, J. ML
School of Mines Notes.
berries etc., close in.
skin eruptions. Only infallible bered among the guests in town ing the opportunity to visit El Hill, and Henry Chavez.
$600 5 acres, bouse, barn, fruit.
Final examinations for the pile cure. 25c a box at all drug- yesterday.
Paso during the carnival.
well and wind mill, city water term next week.
Mrs.
James Baldwin
and
gists. W. W. Borrowdale
Governor Otero is expected to mother, Mr9. Hillyard, arrived in
etc., close in.
of visiters in El
number
The
closes the work of
Paso yesterday was estimated at arrive front Washington tonight. town this morning from El Paso
$500 3 acres, cor. McCutchen theThis week
year.
next
first
half
The
accomplished good work there and left on the Magdalena train
Thb Chieftain has made 6,000. Albuquerque sent a dele' He
Park aves., old house.
term will begin on Monday, Jan- arrangements
territory, and has been for Datil. The ladies reported
for
the
of
250.
gation
W.
Byerts
with
II.
$300 35 acres bottom land, a uary 28.
assured
that the iniquitous Culber- that at Rincón they left all their
of this city to publish an account
daoted to crow irrass. hav
was elected jus son-Stephens
Kiehne
Emil
bill can not pass baggage in charge of the station
The school of mines at Golden, of his recent travels in Europe. tice of the peace Monday in Fris
from
alfalfa by
New
Mexican.
congress.
this
indefagent and that when they called
Colorado,
closed
been
has
of
did
Mr. Byerts
the countries
Kio Grande, old bou.;e, barn
co precinct No. 44. The selec
Mrs. Henriette Billing aud her for it every piece had been stolen.
chicken house, fenced, one and initely on account of the preva- Europe thoroughly, collected a tion was a good one.
daughter and her attorney, W. S. As they had no checks the chances,
one fourth nn'.e from county lence of small pox in that vicini- fine lot of views of the famous
August Winkler has so far re Little, all of Cincinnati, were in are very few that they will ever
places on the line of his travels,
court house, paying 12 per ty. The grip is bad enough.
covered from his two weeks af
cent net.
All who expect to attend the and also took copious notes of fliction of the grip as to be at town Wednesday on their way recover the lost property.
He
spot.
on
scenes
the
home from a visit of several days
noted
school
during the spring term
The musical lecture to be given
$IEQ0 30 acres, more or less hot
his place of business.
in the Kelly camp where Mrs. by Rev. Joseph McConnellon the
torn land, 5 acres above acequia should be on hand promptly a will nodoubt write entertainingly
John W. Terry appeared on the Billing is owner of the well known evening of February 4 will not be
with first class well, wind mill week from Monday. There is a of his experiences abroad, lhe
given in Epiphany church, an
pump. great advantage in getting an first of a series of articles will street Thursday after having Kelly mine.
pump, horse power
appear in this paper next week.
been closely housed for a week or
Some of Socorro's delegation announced last week, but in
large rock cement tank, 4 room early start.
ten days with the grip.
new adobe, 2 room old adobe
to the carnival returned this Byerts' hall at the rear of Chavez's
Elston Jones expects to begin
More Ways Thau One.
house, well and hand pump, work again at the opening of the
C. L. Herrick of Albuquerque morning. They report that barber shop. A good audience is
New Mexican insists that and Mr. and Mrs. C. F. McCabe thieves, pickpockets, and bunco assured, as the ladies having the
new corral, stable and hay spring term on the
2th inst. ourThe
proposition to change the time of Datil were among the guests steerers are now infesting the matter in charge have already
barn, chicken house, bee house after a four months confinement
wagon shed, 350 assorted fruit to the house with inflammatory of meeting of the legislature to at the Windsor Saturday.
Gate city to enrich themselves disposed of a large number of
the summer, when the weather is
is
trees mostly Ben Davis apples rheumatism.
make life worth living for tiJkcts. The entertainment
L. K. Edwards, the; Santa Fe and unwary.
pleasant at Santa Fe, will jot do,
one which everybody will find it
set out five years, 1000 grape
the
because the people of the Terri- agent at this station, and family
vines and about 2000 sprouts
The board of county commis- well worth while to attend.
TUB MOTHER S FAVORITE.
tory are so busy at that season now occupy John W. Terry's sioners
balance of land ísbclow acequia
to meet today on
Abran Abeyta, collector of SoChamberlain's Cough Remedy that they could not take the time cottage on upper Fischer avenue. account failed
much of it adapted to growing
of the sickness of both corro county, on Thursday reThere's a tiger loose in town. Mr. Kouillier and Mr. Coutreras, mitted to Territorial Treasurer
grass, hay, alfalfa without cos is the mothers favorite. It is to attend, and that therefore the
of irrigation, all fenced with pleasant and safe for children to sessions must be held during the A "snap shot" may be seen and members of the board. The J. II. Vaughn $11.83 of 1895
It Í3 winter, when the weather of full particulars learned by calling meeting will probably occur taxes. $205.97 of 1898 taxes, of
three and four wires, 2 native take and always cures.
'
mares, 2 American mules, 2 sets intended especially for coughs, Santa Fe is extremely unpleasant. on G. E. Cook, Agent "Royal Monday.
which $127.93 is for territorial
double harness, farm wagon, colds, croup and whooping cough, We don'tbelieve there is anything Tailors."
Mrs. Leon B. Stern and little purposes and $37.46 for territormowing machine, horse rake, and is the best medicine made for in that argument at all, but still,
E.
vs.
Walter
Eaton
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Nestor
son,
also Alene, the little daugh- ial institutions; $1,221.17 of 189')
is
not
There
sound,
diseases.
the if it should prove tobe
plow and all other implements these
at
of
style
the
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et
the
Crane
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Stern, taxes, of which $527.59 is for
least danger in giving it to and it is found to be actually
and tools on the place.
only case filed in the office of all of Albuquerque, arrived in territorial purpose! and $272.59
for
opium
necessary
no
children
contains
for
legislature
it
to
the
$225 7 acres, choice bottom land,
institutions;
other injurious drugs and may meet in the winter, the people of District Clerk John E. Griffith town Wednesday and are visiting for territorial
under irrigating ditch, fenced. or
of 1900 taxes, of which
at the home of Mrs. Stern's
be given as confidently to a babe New Mexico, when they come to this week.
Patented ranches and mining as to an adult. For sale by A. organize a state government, may
Jas. Thorpe of Kelly was in arents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph $5.085.17 is for territorial purrojerty for sale, lease and bond. E. Howell, Socorro; W. W. le able to discover some other town Tuesday on his way to El Price. Thursday ail the family ports, and $2,627.35 for territorJnquire for particulars.
as thj ial institutions.
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L. GKipru is still abroad in the
land though the fury of its attack
is somewhat abated. "It is the
rUBLIifUED IÍT
devil and all. It assails a man in
SOCORRO CCUNTT PUBIISHIKO CO.
every one of his five senses," as
E. A. DRAKE, Editor.
Bobby Burns said of indigestion.
Still fven this dread disease loses
much of its terror when brought
Entered at Socorro PostoWce as eecond
under the mollifying influence of
matter.
malí
clin
Socorro's climate. Not a single
TERMS OP SCB3CRIIT10N.
death from the disease, not even
Strictly In edvar.ee.)
a really serious case of the dis13
One year
1 00
ease has yet been reported in the
Ml month
city.
SATURDAY, JAN. 19 1901.
Tint man who is responsible for
that Capitán diamond fake is
guilty of an offense against the
fair name of New Mexico, agair.st
morality, . against
common
decency. He probably thought

THE CHIEF TAIN

he would sacrifice New Mexico's
reputation to his own profit and
hadn't the sense to see that he
was working his own destruction.
Such a man is not a fit citizen of
this great territory. lie would
not be a fit citizen of Patagonia
or the Fiji islands. He ought to
be deported to Kl Paso.

With the. water of the Rio
Grande

exhausted in ordinary
seasons before they reach Socorro, it is evident that the future of
this city depends upon an artificial source of supply. The most
practicable method of obtaining
the necessary supply of water is
that of pumping from the underflow. This method can hardly
be called an experiment. .Jt has
been tried elsewhere and has been

For Governor of New Mexico
from June 7, 1901, to June 7, 1905,
or until statehood is attained,
Miguel A. Otero.
'

Accokmno

to precedent the

fiuit trees should btjjin to bud
yvithin thirty days.
found successful.

The necessary

outlay is by no means great and
Teddy is hunting lions in the the cost of operating the pumps
Now is slight. Who
mountain of i!yr;i!o.
will be the first
threw
where is tho man that
to put the matter to the test in
rocks at him?
the vicinity of Socorro.?
Tirii international dam project
Tin: towns in the northern
still has its terrors for New Mex- part of the territory are having a
ico despite Kl Paso's protesta- monkey and parrot time,
each
tions that it is harmless.
trying to establish its claim to
not call those Capitán the possession of the most
diamonds (jems of the first water salubrious climate. And yet
or Kl Paso will be devising anoth- during the late cold weather the
er dam scheme to deprive the temperature was ten degrees
citizens of New Mexico of the colder in any one of them than it
was iu Socorro.
A further
right of appropriation.
evidence of Socorro's superiority
Las Vegas is suppressing the in this respect is the fact that
spitting nuisance by means of while there have recently been a
law. That is as it should be. good many deaths from grip
Such a law works no hardship and pneumonia' iu each of those
except upon those who are towns, Socorro has thus far not
criminally careless of the health had a single death to her creditor to her discredit from either
of others.
of those diseases this winter.
According to the Kl Paso
Silver has increased in value
news "a crazy woman was lound
during the last year
greatly
in a little hut in Kl Paso in a
and
demand for the white
the
Poor
condition."
demented
is
now so great that it
metal
woman! she must have been a
is
altogether
probable that it
little non compos mentis in her
will
increase
even
more in value
mind. Wonder how she "kum
in
next
the
year.
There will
so."
doubtless be no objection to the
Thiírk is good authority for free coinage of gold and silver at
saying that the proposed extension the ratio of 16 to 1 if the time
that ratio
of the Magdalena branch will be ever comes when
built, though just when can not represents the real relative value
yet be made known. It would be of the two metals. Thus will
becoming in those who expect to the dream of Mr. Bryan and his
share gratuitously in the fruits followers be realized through the
of other people's labors not to operation of the natural law of
complain of the seeming slowness supply and demand, but not
with which the undertaking pro- through a mere decree recommended by political zeal rather
gresses.
than by sound reason.
It is understood that Hon. W.
Tiik Santa Fe New Mexican of
E. Martin is a candidate for the
I recent date calls attention
to the
position of chief clerk of the legisfact
the
that
assessed
valuation
Mr. Martin's
lative council.
fpualificatiors for any clerical of property in Socorro county fell
position whatever are too well off greatly from 1898 to 1900
$2,000,000 according to the New
known to need urging. Ilvsidcs,
Mexican's
statement. While this
of
his tealous service in the cause
statement
may be true, the fact
not
only in Socorro
his party
cannot
accredited altogether,
le
as
counties
in
other
county but
well will certainly give great at least, to the conduct of the late
weight to his claims to this county assessor and county board.
position or to any other position There are mitigating circumstances to which we will simply refer
that he may ask for.
now and which we promise to
give
our readears a full account
It is reported lhat of the taxes
Since the 1898 assessof
later.
levied in the territory for 1899
was
'Á
ment
made
the Socorro grant
73
per
for territorial purposes
has
been
upon adversely
passed
cent was collected, also that this
to
claimants,
the
the Gila forest
ever
in
showing
H the best
made
reserve
been
set apart, and
has
thÍ3
respect.
iu
territory
The
the
thirty-thir- d
general assembly thousands of head of cattle have
some wholesome laws. been ta'cen from the county on
paw-Same of the effects of those laws account of the presence of about
were almost immediately manifest a quarter of a million head of
the strongest sheep which do not appear on the
and furnished
sor's list. These are among
argument for the elec- asses
the principal facts to account for
tion of a republican assembly to the reduced assessment cf Socorro county in the last two years.
y jyAtd the thirty-thirHi-ttk-

!

d.

A.T.&G.F. TimeTablo

It is stated on good authority this work which is sure to fix the
that there arc at least 250,000 attention of everybody interested
sheep in Socorro county on which
not a dollar of tax is paid into
the county treasury and on which,
under the present statutes of
New Mexico, not a dollar of tax
can be collected. One of the resolutions adopted by the last re--

publican

county
convention
pledged the candidates for the
territorial legislature to work for
the passage of a law making
stockgrowers pay taxes in the
county where their herds graze.
Under the present law a stockman
may graze his herds in one county and pay taxes on them in
another. Here is a rank injustice
which demands an immediate and
radical remedy.
The Great Modern Newspaper.

When all that portion of the
United States westof the Missouri
and Kaw rivers was a trackless
wilderness, nearly half a century
ago, the first issue of one of
the world's greatest newspapers
appeared. St. Louis, which was
then a mere overgrown town on
the western frontier of civilization, has developed into a great
commercial metropolis, and that
great modern newsgatherer, the
t,
St Louis
has
kept pace with the progress of its
city and section. It has been,
from its first issue to the present
time, the children's tutor, the
youth's counselor, the woman's
companion,
the farmer's instructor and friend. Itscirculatiou
extends to every state and territory of the Union, to Canada and
Mexico, and to every part of the
world where there are readers of
the English language. It ought
to hi in your home during the
coming year. See advertisement
elsewhere in this issue.
Globe-Democra-

Hiñes and Minerals ol New flexlco.
This New Mexico Bureau of

Immigration has just published,
under the direction of its efficient
secretary, Col. Max Frost, a
volume entitled "Mines and Minerals of New Mexico." This
volume can not fail fo be more
effective than any other recently
published in attracting public
attention to the territory's great
though only partially developed
mineral resources. It should be
very generally distributed.
The first pages of the work are
devoted to a description of mining
in the territory during the years
of early Spanish occupation and
are as fascinating
as a well
written novel. Then follows a
carefully prepared alphabetical
list of the 300 or more mining
districts of New Mexico, and
several paragraphson the geology
of these districts. Next in order
the work presents the mining resources of the territory by counties,
each district of the various counties receiving its full share of
attention even to minute details.
This knowledge is not presented
in the form of mere dry statistics,
but in language that makes
pleasant reading. The concluding
pages on coal and coke, gems and
precious stones, and the output of
precious metals in the territory
will be found to contain a revelation to some of our own citizens
to say nothing of the surprise
they are sure to occasion to those
who are less familiar with New
Mexico's great and varied mineral
resources.
Socorro county receives in this
work the generous share of
attention to which her 10,000,000
acres of domain and her 15 or 20
mining district entitle her. The
remarkable development in the
Black Range country, the Mogollón district, and the Rosedale district are presented mine by mine,
the value of the outputs being
based upon smelter returns from
the ores. All statements are
given in such a form that they
can be easily verified or disproved.
There is no uncertainty or indirection about them. All in all,
Socorro county may wel be proud
of her present showing in mines
and miuing and prouder still of
the showing she is sure to make
in the near future.
There is one other feature of

in the scientific development of
the mining resources of the territory. An excellent half-ton- e
engraving of the New Mexico
school of mines serves as a
frontispiece to the volume and
several paragraphs of the article
on Socorro county are devoted to
a description of the institution,
to its courses of study, and to the
great value of its work to the
mining interests of the territory
at large. All friends of the institution will recognize and appreciate in this feature of his volume
an especially appropriate and
graceful act on part of Colonel
Frost.
"The Mines and Minerals of
New Mexico" is a valuable addition to the literature concerning
the territory, and the labor of its
production will by no means
prove to be a case of love's labor
lost.

rbRf il fu OM) thing to ose If your
stomach ia "out of order" and that on
ia Dr. force's Golden Medical
thin

rea promptly,
perfectly and

en

dieeaaea
of the atomack and
orgena of digeatioa
and ntrtritlom. If a
sure to help, lt'e
almo it aura to cure.

It haa completely
cured ninety-eigh- t
ner cant, of all
those who have
r!un -It- a fair and
faithful tnal.

P

Though the tortoise is an
excellent weather prophet, the
fact is known to comparatively
few people. Tortoise farmers on
the African coast notice that even
24 hours before rain falls these
curious animals prepare for it by
seeking the convenient shelter of
overhanging rocks. It may be a
bright, clear, sunshiny morning,
but the farmers believe implicity
in the tactics of the tortoise, who
is seldom mistaken, for the
downpour isccrtain tocóme within
the time stated.
A pet tortoise would be a
practical present to bestow on
one's friends. This curious
premonition of the approach of
rain is shared by many other
animals and birds and may be
explained partially by the fact
while rain is forming the atmosphere is increasing in weight, but
there may also be some need of
moisture which makes them aware
of its approach or some habits of
life which make them thus
sensitive. Chicago Record.
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Rather too Shurp.

Pedro Pera
Delegate to Congress,
The Kansas City Star tells an Governor
Miguel A- Utero
George 11 Walli.ce
Secretary,
n
amusing story of a
W. J. Milla
Cliict Justice,
man of letters" who was staying
f J. Crutn packer
J F. W. Parker.
at a primitive hotel in Normandy. Associates,
J. R. MeFie
With him was a young friend.
I.D.H. McMillan
Quluby Vance
One morning the elder visitor United States Collector. A.
L. Morrixun
addressed the host as follows:
W. B. Chililers
U. S. Dial. Attorney,
B.Marshal,
C. M. Foraker
"You would oblige mc by making U.
Rrfc. Land Office Sania Fe, M. h Otero
"
E. F. Hobart
"
your charges as low as possible Rec.
" Las Cruces, E. 8olipi.se
He is Uftf.
for my youncr colleairue.
'
'
" Henry Bowman
Rrc. "
" Rosvrel), Uovrnrd Leland
Reg. "
not a rich man."
"
D. L. Ueyar
The landlord, delighted with Rec. " TERRITORIAL.
the presence in his house of the
E. L. Barllett
Attornev. R. C. Gi rlner, Santa Fe
man of renown, promised to have
it.
Dist. Attorney, W. H. H. Llowellyu,
due consideration for the purse of
Laa Crui e.
" R. P. Barnos, Silver Cut
his younger guest. But a few
'
"
C. A. Snips. Las Venaa
days afterward the famous author
J. Leahy, Ra it
8. Alexaudi-r- , Socorro
came to him again, saying:
' IbrarTan.
Lafayette Kmmett
"By the way, don't let my bill Corf; Pup erne Cf.url
J U. Si ia
O. liiirsum
II.
Siiiv'i Penitentiary,
be
bigger
than that of my young
Fate of the Peacemaker.
11. W). itcinau
ljutHnt General
J. A. Vaiiirliii
A certain travelling salesman friend. It would humiliate hiri Treiistirer,
Luis M. Ortia
Amlitof,
Boys
extremely
like
arc
so
that
Johu S Clark
from the Bluegrass country was
Oil Ir.tpector
of K'lucntion.
Territorial
wending his way over the rocky touchy."
S 'l't. Public Instruction, M. C. de Baca
roads of the southern part of the
FIFTH JUDICÍ 4.L DISTRIoT.
county to reach the store of a
Counties of Socorro, Lincoln, Chaves and
Eddy. Headquarters, Sororro, N. M.
friendly merchant before night
Judk:e
Tan'l H. McMillan
overtook him. Ashe was passing
Ciork and Register
J. E. Unlilin
tOCORRO COUNTY.
a log house near the roadside he
John Greenwald
heard a terrific noise, screams and
Commissioners, Matias Contreraa
yells within, and, rushing into
A. E. Rouiller
C. F. Blackington
iheriff.
the humble domicile, discovered a
Healthy
Abran Abeyln
Treasurer & Collector,
man whipping his wife.
He
Counly Clerk,
Ilern.ene G. Baca
Few mothers art healthy, became
Benjamin Sanche
Assessor.
seized the burly mountaineer and
their duties art to exacting. The anxiety
Jose E Torrei
Probate Judge,
of
pregnancy,
childbirth,
shock
of
the
entreated him to desist, when the
Sup't. Public School,
Elfego Baca
and the car of young children, art
CITY OF EOCOHRO.
woman quickly turned to one side
evert trials en any woman. But with
Wine of Cardui within her grasp, every
Mayor,
C. Cortina
and grabbed a large earthen bowl
mother every woman In ttie land can
Clerk,
A. A. 8ed!o
of sour buttermilk and dashed the
pay the debt of personal health she
Treasurer,
Severa A. Baca
Marshal,
ewts her loved ones. Do you want
Marcelino Aldercte
entire lot all over the knight of
City
8. Alexander
robust health with ail Its privileges and
Attorney,
Police Magistrate,
p leisures! Wine ol Cardui will glvt it
the grip, who took to the creek
Camillo Baca
to yon.
REGENTS SCHOOL OF MINES.
near by as fast as his legs caúd
Juan J. Baca, president; C. T. Brown,
carry him, with the faithful
secretary and ireafur r; V. S. Hopewell,
h O. Bartlett. J. E. Smitb.
watchdog swinging to his coat
tail. The next time, he says,
itrcngtheni the female organs and
that he runs up on a man and
CARTHAGE COAL MMG CO.
weakened functionPor every
wife in a scrap he will let them
fenulc III or weakness It It the best
M. L. Hilton & Givane Luera,
medicine made. Ask your druvgist for
fight it out. Jackson (Ky.)
$1.00 bottle Wine of Cardui, and take no
Hustler.
Proprietors.
substitute under any circumstances.
-
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A Mexican war veteran and
prominent editor writes: "Seeing
the advertisement of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, I am reminded that as
a soldier in Mexico in '47 and '48,
I contracted Mexican diarrhoea
and this remedy has kept me from
getting an increase in my pension
for on every renewal a dose of it
restores me." It is unequalled as
a quick cure for diarrhoea and is
pleasant and safe to take. For
sale by A. E. Howell, Socorro;
W. W. Borrowdale, Magdalena.
Jersey
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Agent, Socorro.
General Agent,
San Antonio.
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The Socorro Chieftain has
just entered upon its 6econd jear
under its present management.
The paper has made great
improvement and is giving good
Rervice to that section of New
Mexico. White Oaks Ragle.

Low Piict'i.
Patronize Home Industry.

SOCIETIES.
UASONIO.

.M,4

BO YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

'

SOCORRO LODGE, No. 9, A. F.
&. A. M. Regular communications, second and fourth Tuesdays of each month. Visiting

brethren cordially invited.

Jas. G. Fitch, W.

Cows for Sale.

Three Jersey cows for sale.
Will be fresh in January.
A. II. Hilton,
Address
San Antonio,
New Mexico.

Clase Coal.

M.

II. M. Dougherty, Secretary.
i--c

0
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S. C.
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IRISHMAN'S HAPPY THOUGHT.

STONG,
T
j F.

Physician and Surgeon.
Corner of McCutchen avenue
and Fark street, weit aide
court house plaza.
- '
New Mexico
Socorro,
Office:

M. A. SAYLER, D.D.S.,

JjR.

SURGEON.

DENTAL

Office

good-naturedl-

over

post-offic- e.

-

-

Socorro,

New Mexico.

DR. SWISH UR,
(Graduate of the University of
New York City, 1876, and former
U. S. Examining Surgeon.)

New Mexico.

Socorro,
V.

VV.

CLANCY,
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.
11.

M. DOUQIIEKTY,
LAW.

ATTORNÍT-A-

New Mexico.

-

Socorro,

W. II. CI1ILDKRS,
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

Albuquerque, N.

M.

ELFEGO BACA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Socorro, New Msilco.
Will practice In alt Courts.
W. II. WINTER,

Attorney asd Counselor at Law
Will practico iu all the Courts.

blue-coat-

New Mexico

Socorro,
U1SUNARD

Gertnantown has an Irish policeman whose exaggerated ideas
of whatconstitutcshisduty often
result in ridiculous scenes. One
day last week he noticed a man
who lives on Manheim street
superintending the digging of a
small hole at the curb in front of
his gate. "Piwat are yez doint?"
he demanded.
"Going to plant
a hitching post," replied the
owner of the property
He knew the policeman and had often bandied
jokc3 with him. "Have ycz a
permit?" asked the minion of the
law. "No, I just went ahead
and did it." "OchUure, Oi can't
allow that at all, at all. It's me
duty for to enforce de law. Yez'll
have to get a permit from de city
hall." The necessary document
was procured that day and the
hitching post was in place when
the
son of Krin came
to inspect the permit. A little
pile of dirt remained and the
owner of the property instructed
his gardener to shovel it up and
take it back to the garden.
"Here! Here!
Oi can't allow
that!" exclaimed the policeman.
Thot's de city's property. It's
me juty for to protect de city's
property."
"All right, then.
What shall be done with it?"
asked the other. The bluccoat
seemed puzzled for a minute, then
he said carelessly, as though
conferring a great favor: "Sure,
yez can just dig a hole in de
street an' shovel it in, an' Oi'll
say nothin' about it." Philadelphia Record.

AT LAW.

Albuquerque,

N.

ed

The Proper Way to Eat.

S. RODEY

ATTORNEY

y.

M

the meals rapidly, according to
the farmer's motto of "Quick to
J. KORNITZER,
cat and quick to work." Thorough
riIY3lCIAN AND SURGEON. mastication was of the utmost
importance, and of course this
Office at Residence.
presupposed a proper condition
of the teeth. Gastric digestion
JAMES 0. FITCH
was often weakened and much
ATTORNEY AT LAW, , distress was caused by the
Socorro ,.N. M. ingc&üon oí too much fluid with
OfflcelD Terry Clock.
the food, particularly at the
beginning of a meal. Another
FREEMA?; & CAMEHON
factor in causing dyspepsia was
AT TOUNEYS AT LAW
the habit of eating food in silence
Carlsbad, N. M. or without that mirth and good
fellowship so necessary to insure-Will prurt'io ia nil Hie Court.
nervous condition to the normal
of the digestive organs.
action
G.
DUNCAN,
C.
J JR.
These
details might "seem
little
Physician and Surgeon,
unimportant,
and
trite
but it was
OTice east side I'laza.
of the careful physician
duty
the
- N. M.
Socorro, to instruct his patients in regard
to them. The long continued
E. KITTRELL, Dentist.
and free use of digestive agents
served to make the digestive
Offices
organs lazy and inactive.
Socorro, Abcytia Block;
Medical Record.
San Marcial, Harvey House.
"
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THOUSANDS SRNT INTO EXILE.

Assayers and Chemists.-

-

07, El Paso, Texas.
Agents for Ore Shippers.
Bo

E. E. BURLINGAME A CO.,
ooiv nrnnc chemical
MOOAI UrriUL"" LABORATORY

m.ilor
K.tbH.hrrtl Colorido, 1S66. nd8mptby
c.iclul tUlloa
nprm willrecele prgmul
100

Ccncsatraüon Tests
I73CMT38

lZ;:!0T!z.M

Lwra St., fTr. Calo.

II. CHAMBON
DKALEIt
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(tal MerÉandise

Every year a large number of
poor sufferers whose lungs are sore
and racked with coughs are urged
to go to another climate. But
this is costly and not always sure.
Don't be an exile when Dr. King's
New Discovery for Consumption
will cure you at home. It's the
most
infallible medicine for
Coughs, Colds, and all Throat and
Lungdiseaseson earth. The first
dose brings relief. Astounding
cures result from presistent use.
Trial bottles free at all druggists.
V. YV. Borrowdale, Magdalena.
Price 50c and $1.00. Every bottle
guaranteed.
The Suprima Court and Expansion.

It seems certain that if the
wholesale admission of the Filipino races to American citizenship
were to be a consequence of the
acquisition of the Philippine
archipelago,
popular opinion
O..M ...
.MI Oold snd Silver . $ .75 would require the abandonment of
fr
Gold.siNer.copper 1.50
Lus.l
the islands. If this be so, the
Sample by cm!l rocelva prompt attrition.
whole question of "expansion"
Rich Ores and Bullion Bought.
upon the issue of the
OGDEN ASSAY CO. depends
now before ' the Supreme
cases
St., Dcnvor, Culo,
Court. So great is the respect in
Ü. S. DEPUTY MINERAL SURVEYOR. which this great court is and
should be held that its decision
CHARLES E. CHESTER, C. E.
will undoubtedly be accepted as
Bilveb City, N. M.
final and conclusive.
Youth's
Surveys for patent.
Underground
Companion,
diíuh aurvsys and enghieeilug
ork of

New Mexico.

Socorro,
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,

assays.

.
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any Klcd promptly attended
jon woili a specialty.
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The Friday Superstition on Railways.

Irrl-f- i

SuWribe

for

Thr

DO YOUR SHOES

"I am not very superstitious,"
said a railroad man yesterday,
"and I have frequently ridiculed
those people who consider Friday
an unlucky day. But I am
beginning to think that I owe
those people an apology. I am
inclined to believe now that there
is something bad about Friday. I
know there is in the railroad
business. I have been watching
it for a long time and, you may
take my word for it, that Friday
always hoodoos the railroad
business. At least it hoodocs the
passenger department. I don't
know so well about the freight
end of this business.
"I have noticed for a longtime
that our business always drops
off on Friday.
Sometimes we do
a rushing business right up to
Friday and then do nothing that
day. But Saturday business will
go on at rushingly as before.
Then I have noticed that no
matter how dull other days are,
Friday is always a degree duller.
1 have puzzled my brains trying
to find a rational solution, but I
can't do it and so have unwillingly
concluded that Friday is simply
a hoodoo for the passenger
department." Atlanta Constitution.

thorities hitherto have exhibited
much indifference on the subject.
It is said that the machine dives
with facility, travels well under
water, and is perfectly capable of
attaching a mine of 500 pounds
n
of
to the bottom of the
largest iron-cla- d
and getting out
of danger before the explosion'
which is to dissipate her enemy
in unappreciable particles. The
boat further is able to discharge
topedocs above and below water,
and is armed with quick-firin- g
and
machine guns, with which sScan
give a good account of herself
upon the surface. It is noteworthy
that nothing is said about either
of the two vital qualifications,
equilibrium and vision; and, also,
that the vessel has not yet been
accepted or tested by the Admiralty. Her true value, therefore, is
still problematical. Meanwhile
the French profess to be satisfied
completely with the behavior of
the Gustave Zcde, the Narval and
the Gymnote, and are preparing
to construct a flotilla of forty of
these travelling1 submarine torpedoes. It docs not appear that
they are to be equipped for
fighting above water k. well as
below it. New York Post.
gun-cotto-
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FIT YJNE.FEET?

Ij KM

Shoes are sure to fit if
made by this system of
measurment, which ia
employed by

A. GUDBRANSEN,
S- - E. Corner Plaza-Full
line of Cowboy boots
always on hand.
neatly and
Repairing
fir promptly done.

TS

EASY

To make your homes bright
and attractive with . . .

í

The'
Shervin-Viluau-s

14

Paints
because they are each made
. .
lor certain purposes.

A paint for Furniture, for Floors,
for Bath Tubs, for Houses, in
fact anything paintable, not one
slap-das- h
mixture for all kinds of
Remember, it's putting the right paint in the right place
surfaces.
that's the secret of paint success, We will tell you the right paint
to use.

J.

CHICAGO WOMAN
SPEAKS.

A PROMINENT

soconno, n. r.i.

C. BALDRIDGE,

The St. Louis

The Great Republican
Paper of America.

Prof. Roxa Tyler, of Chicago,
Illinois Woman's
Tbe Great Newspaper
Alliance, in speaking of ChamGlobe-Democ- rat
of the World.
berlain's Cough Remedy, says:
"I suffered with a severe cold
this winter which threatened to
run into pneumonia. I tried
TWICE EYERY WEEK-ODOLLAR A YEAR.
different remedies but I seemed to
grow worse and the medicine
upset my stomach. A friend AS A NEWSPAPER, the reputation of the Globe Democrat is world-widIt
ia known and it circulates wherever the English language ia read. Its
advised me to try Chamberlain's
Weekly Edition, issued in
sections, at one Dollar per
Cough Remedy and I found it was
Year, is almost equal to a daily at the price of a weekly. It pi ves the latest
pleasant to take and it relieved
telegraphic news from all the world every Tuesday and Friday. Reporta
me at once. I am now entirely
of current eventa are carried forward from aection to section and the COMrecovered, saved a doctor's bill,
PLETE NEWS OF THE WORLD, in full telegrams, is contained in the
two sections.
time and suffering, and I will
never be without this splendid AS A HOME JOURNAL it haa no equal. Ita departments devoted to "The
Vice-Preside-

Fined a Dead Van.
A group of vesselmen were

discussing the verdict of the
Coroner's jury in the Algonao
drowning case, which was generally ridiculed and harshly critici-

nt

NE

At a recent meeting of medical sed.
men Dr. F. A. Burrall spoke of
"It is on a par with nearly all
the amount of mischief done by such findings," observed one old
the very common habit 'of eating tar, dryly, "and is only another

All Brunches of the practice attended to

SEAMON

England's Jiew Submarine Beat.
The latest stories of a submarine
boat, which is to blow opposing
battle-ship- s
out of the water and
revolutionize naval warfare, come
from England, where the au-

e.

SEMI-WEEKL-

proof of the farcical nature of
the Coroner's inquest.
This
verdict, however, is not quite so
ridiculous as some that have come
to raj notice. I well remember
Farm, Garden anA Dairy," "The Family Circle" and "The Home" are
the case of a man who was found medicine again." For sale by A.
each of the highest and most helpful character. Its market reports are corE.
Howell,
W.
W.
Socorro;
dear on the river front street of
rect and complete in every detail. An interesting story la continued from
a neighboring city. A search of Borrowdale, Magdalena.
issue to issue, and it has many other features which combine to furnish
his pockets produced $17.17 and
help, amusement and instruction for people in all conditions and circumUuequal Division.
stances of life. .
a revolver. The jury found that
A story of Gen. Benjamin F.
IN
was
EACH DEPARTMENT, AND .AS A WHOLE, the Weekly
the man
dead all right, and Butler, which the New England
issue.' in
sections, is the peer of any family newsthen, as he had no known friends Home Magazine prints, may be
paper in the world, and it ought to be at every fireside during the coming
or relatives, the question arose as old to some, but is good
enough
it
year. Send One Dollar Only One Dollar for a year'a subscription TOto the disposition of the money to
DAY, or write for free sample copies to the
be told again on the chance of
and the weapon. Finally a its
to
new
being
others.
GLOBE PniriTHJG CO., St. Louis, Ua.
bright and resourceful member of
On occasion when in Congress,
the jury suggested that the dead General Butlar rose in his place
man be fined the amount of money and intimated
that the member
he possessed
T
for
U without a rival in all the
The DAILY
carrying who occupied the floor was
concealed weapons, which was
West,
very
among the few REALLY
the
front
at
and
stands
transgressing thelimits of debate.
done, and the $17.17 went to
newspapers
of
GREAT
the
World.
"Why, general," said the
enrich the impoverished county. member,
Dally,
Dally,
Sunday
reproachfully,
"you
Including Sunday.
Oh, yes, coroners' juries are apt divided your time with
Without Sunday.
Edition.
me."
to do some strange and wonderful
One
40
One
60 Pages.
..$6.00
to
..$4.00
Year..
Year..
"I know I did," rejoined General
0 Months.. ..$2.00
6 Months.. ..$3.00
One Year
$2.00
things," and the old sailor took a Butler,
grimly, "but I didn't
3 Months.... $1.00
3 Months. . . .$1.50
6 Months
$1.00
hitch in his trousers and steered divide enternity with you.
BY
POSTAGE
MAIL,
toward the "snug harbor" across
PREPAID.
the way. Detroit Free Press.
A fine grand square piano can
be bought cheap. Apply to J. J.
Globe-Democr-

SEMI-WEEKL-

GLOBE-DEMOCRA-

Europe's City of Crime.
Leeson.
The Italian city of Artena,
situated about 40 miles from
Rome, is known as the City of
Crime. Ever since the sixteenth

Fmid.
A snap. A 7 room house and 3
"What the French call sang acres of land two blocks from the
froid was admirably illustrated court house all set in fruit trees.
the other day in an incident that Apply to J. J. Leeson.
happened to a client of mine,"
rafa.
Take a dollar bill and fold it
remarked a lawyer who figures
The blood may be in bad condition. considerably in the divorce courts. several times each way, then unyet with no external signs, no akin
fold it and you will find it in
eruption or aorca to indicate it. The "Some time ago a young man
creases.
wife
Keep the increase but
from
his
who
was
separated
in
caaea
being
a variable
symptoms
such
appetite, poor digestion, an indescribable consulted me with a view to take the original to Yunkcr's
weakness and nervousness, loss of flesh securing a divorce.
It doesn't where you can exchange it for
condition of the
and a general
difference
what the the celebrated Spring Valley and
any
make
clearly showing the blood has
System
doesn't McBrayer whiskies.
was.
complaint
That
become
thin
lost its nutritive qualities, has
and watery. It is in just such cases that enter into the story. The wife
Teams Wanted
S. S. S. has done some of its quickest and had gone home to live with her
most effective work by building up the parents. The young man is a For hauling coal and lumber,
blood and supplying the elements lucking
collector for a large installment and for freighting. Steady work
to make it strong and vigorous.
guaranteed.
house. While the divorce proceed- Address,
"
Mr wife used aev- ings were pending it chanced
A. II. Hilton, Manager,
eral bottles of S. S. S.
y
as a blood purifier and
ff
to go to the
obliged
was
he
San Antonio, N. M.
that
ta tone un a weak and
father-in-lato
house of hi
emaciated system, with
v ' 'f,
very narked effect by yiV
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
collect a bill. Nothing daunted,
way of improvement, t
$
Dhpahtmknt op tur Intkkiow,
who
"
and
bell,
door
rang
the
he
"We regard it a
v'
Laud Oflice at Las Cruces, N. M. )
rest tonic and bloody
should answer it but his wifel
January 14, 1901.
purifier." T.F.Duff,
Without a sign of recognition he
Notire la hereby given that the follMuceton, Mo.
lowing u metí settler has tiled notice
in?" of
" " the greatest of all asked. 'Is Mr.
his intention to make riual proof in
'No, he isn't in,' replied the wife, support of his claim, and that aaid
n J00 w
tonlc'
X
me appeuie un. as though she had never seen the proof will be made before U. 8. Court
Cominivnioner, at Cooney, N. M .
at once, strength man before.
proves
KJI
'Do you wish to see on February 28, 1901, for the aw'
new
returns, and nervousness vanishes as
nw,V and wV
section 24 tp. 11
Will no one else a.,
r. 20 w. Homefttead No. 2')5H, vis:
rich par blood once mora circulates him personally?
do'? 'No, I wish to see him on a Claud II. Khelton, Socorro, N. Mejc.
through all parta of the system.
lie names the following witnesses to
8. S. 8. is the only purely vegetable matter of business,' said the hus- proVe
his continuous reidence upon
blood purifier known. It contains no min- band. As he was about to walk and cultivation of said land, viz:
erals whatever. Send for our free book away his wife yelled after him, Timothy Lock wood, of iii ahani, N. M.j
Klijuh A. Hipe, of Graham, N. M.;
on blood and skin diseases and write our
I say called?' You Win. M. Howard, of (irchain, N. M.
physicians for any Information or advice 'Who shall
Cooney, N. M.
can't get ahead of that, can you?" Tiius. F. Cüuuey, of Kmh.
wanted.
No charge for medical advice.
Soi.icnac.
ATLANTA,
A,
T
j
Record,
Philadelphia
IPÍ0IMC CO,
JMS 11
Philadelphia

(Jo EiziomsaH

century every criminal who has
escaped from prison or done his
time has emigrated to Artena,
and today practically every inhabitant is a criminal or the child
of jriminals. Every family takes
the law into its own hands, and
it is reported not a day passes
without many murders being
committed in the streets. The
Italian authorities have now come
to look upon Artena as hopeless
and remark that it is far better
that criminals should kill criminals than that innocent persons
should be their victims. It is
said that on one occasion when
23 murders had been committed
in that city in one day the fact
was reported in one of the Italian
papers in the following terms:
"Since our last issue (24 hours
before) there have been 23 sudden
deaths in Artena," and no further
notice of the murders was taken
or expected.
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If troubled with a weak

diges-

tion, belching, sour stomach, or
if you feel dull after eating, try
Chamberlain's Stomach ami Liver
Tablets. Price 25 cents. Samples
free at A. E. Howell, Socorro:
Chieftain. ' V. W. Borrowdale, Magdalena.

.

i
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THE CHIEFTAIN.
YOMH'S YAHTS
MID YISHES.
MENU FOR SUNDAY.
Tia an eld maxim In Hie school
That flattery' the fowl of fools,
Yet now and then your men of wit
Will condescend to take a bit.
'
Ican Swift.
.

BEAKFAST:

Kurnlet. Cream.
Sausage. Beaten Biscuit.
Omelet.
Waflle. Maple Syrop.
Cafe an Lait. Chocolate.
din.nek:

Turtle Soup (canned.)
Salmon Croquett. Saratoga Chipa,
Choice Beefsteak, Drolled with a Sauce
poured over Lemon
Oyater
and 1'araley.
Kershaw Baked In the Shell.
Snap Ben (canned.)
Asparagus with French Pressing.
Bararian Cream. Sponge Cake.
Nut a. Cheese.
Cafe Noir,

Íka:
Cold Boiled Ham Sliced Thin.
Broiled Sardines on Toast. Lemon.
Hot Crackers with Toasted Cliccao.
Preserves. Cake. Tea.

A delicious way to serve
salmon, istoprepare a rich cream
sauce, with a pint of milk, with
a tablespoonful of butter and
flour rubbed together, and ail
Sitirrtd in over a slow fire until
smooth. Add to this a can of
and
salmon. Mix thoroughly
spread upon slices of buttered
toast. Then lay on the top of
each slice a well poached egg.

Serve hot, garnished with parsley.

The attractions oí the carnival in El Paso have enticed quite
a number of ladies from Socorro,
who have gone to enjoy the festivities and pageantry usual to
We hear that a
i such occasions.
gTeat feáture is to be the display
of electric illumination. It is
proposed to light up Mount
Franklin from base to apex with
electric
multicolored
globes,
which promises to be a spectacle
of luminiferous splendor..

The newspapers of the east are
"full tA comment and commendation over a useful little article
seen here in Socorro at Christmas time, which began as a toy
for children and has grown to be
a rival of the popular chafing
dish, viz., the doll's ice cream
freezer. The little freezers hold
only a pint and are delightful for
making a frozen dainty "for
?Twt." It is a great favorite with
college girls who, with a little
ice and less trouble, can prepare
a delectable treat. In the sick
room it finds its way as a blessing" when cream or milk is the
only nourishment given. Doctors
.often prescribe ice cream for a
patient when all solid food is
prohibited. The joy and value
of this little toy in such circumgreat.
stances is
ve---

A correspondent writes that
all the swellest girl a are wearing
roses, or rosettes made
-up of relvet or tulle or even pale
muslin, in the hair. "A fascinating arrangement is tworosettcs
of pale blue velvet ribbon, with
diamond centres, joined together
by a narrow band. One rosette
iá worn well in the middle of the
hair, and the second comes down
low on the left side so as to almost rest on the tetuple." The
brunette girl wears two large
poppic3 in her hair. A blonde
wat seen in a huge pink silk and
velvet rose, larger of course than
any that ever grew, but the
larger the better. There was
just a touch of green foliage with
the roses. Her gown was white
and pink, and she was pretty as
a picture. These lovely flowers
have taken the place of the fancy
pins and combs so recently in
ogueand now no longer seen.
The hair is crimped and worn
s r 1'1'kIi ruled in front and on

the sides, but the pompadour is
guiltless of "rats" or any form of
"building up." There is only
the natural putting that crimped

hair allows.
out this
tour of
green grocers and marketable
possibilities, intent upon menu
helps and suggestions for busy
housekeepers, but regrets to
Mate that she met with no in
spirations. Beyond the two un
failing resources, potatoes and
onions, the rotund kershaw, and
dried chili, there is nothing but
to fall back upon the "tinned"
goods, which offer in their great
variety some help to the provider,
to please the "men folks" with
an occasional change of fare.
Sweet potatoes and beets were
found. The former can be prepared in many appetizing puddings, and patatcs, are very nice
boiled and mashed, and fried in
cakes, like Irish potatoes, and
are alwayc relished when boiled
and sliced and cooked in a pud
ding dish in alternate layers of
butter and sugar. Celery, besides being delicious as a salad
and relish, and in soup, is also
much used in sanatariums as a
boiled vegetable with butter
sauce. There are claimed for it
special therapeutic qualities
when prepared fr this way.
A favorite southern dish is
made
of hard boiled eggs
sliced and put in a baking dish
with alternate layers of broken
crackers and lumps of butter. A
little milk is added to keep from
dryness, the upper layer forming
a crust of cracker crumbs. This
dish is seasoned highly with salt
and pepper and some times with
enrry powder if liked.
'Martha"

started

week on an inspecting

press everywhere teems
with accounts, descriptions, and
figures of thousands of dollars
spent on the brilliant wedding
of Alfred Vanderbilt to Miss
Elsie French, which took place
on the 14th inst. in Newport,
in the palatial home of the
bride's mother. Mr. Vanderbilt
h
has settled
of his enormous fortune on hit new macV
wife, namely $3,700,000. The
interest of 4 per cent on this vast
amount in securities will give
the bride for pin money to spend
as she pleases $148,000 a year,
or $12,333 a month. Girls, just
think of that! What possibili
ties are hers! Will she he great
in this power that is hers, even
as neien uouia is great among
women? Or will she squander it
in selfish indulgence, as Helen's
sister, the Countess Castellane, is
reputed to have done, hand in
.hand with her husband, Count
Boni, who is now the laughing
stock of the world?
The

not think of these things. They
don't realize the possibilities of
rnárriage. They don't realize
how large a factor they are tobe,
for good or for bad, not only in a
man's home life, but in his business life, too, and in the development of his private character.
How many girls, contemplating
marriage, sit down and weigh
the qualities of their future husband as against their own to
ascertain whether or not it is
possible for two people, such as
they are, to live together perhaps
fifty years without friction?
MOST GIRI.S

I0

NOT THINK.

'Half the girls don't know
they are married whether a man
dislikes reading or has a decided
iterary bent; whether he prefers
to dine at night or midday;
whetber he's a believer or an
atbem; whether he s horsey or a
prude; whether he wants to live
in town or the country, orwheth
er he detests the prattle of children or looks forward to the joy9
of parenthood. All they know is
he has or has not a great deal of
money, or a title, or good social
position, or a certain fascinating
manner that leads them to believe
they are 'in love.' So they are mar
ried. The cotnequences of such
marriage you see about you every
where. They are the majority,
and they are what convince the
cynic who looks to effects and
overlooks causes that marriage
is a failure.
When we were married we
began at the beginning. I shall
always be grateful for that
From the time I was old enough
to read or to realize I hoped it
might be my lot to be a part of
my husband's success. I believe
that that wish has been fulfilled.
At least he says so.
TIllilR

Manila, in that case, is a part of
the United States; goodsimportcd
nto it from an American port
would be admitted free of duty;
duty wuld be charged on all
goods imported from other coun
tries.
On the other hand, it is conten
ded that the Constitution is. of
ts own force, or, according to
the Latin phrase much used,
ex proprio vigore, applicable only
to states; that the Constitution
itself gives authority to the Con
gress of the states to make all
needful rule
and regulations
respecting the territory and other
property of the United States; and
that rightsof citizenship and oth
er privileges under the Constitu
tion are extended to the people of
such territory only when the
states, by act of Congress, grant
those rights and privileges.-Youth'Companion.

TASTF.S SIMILAR.

"In the beginning we had not
much except hopes and ambition
But they were the same hopes
and ambitions, and we worked
toward them together. We were
happily mated. Our tastes were
similar, and we had taken the

pains to discover the affinity in
our dispositions before marriage.

one-tent-

ENCOURAGEMENT

HER FORTE

"A woman may be one of these
necessary adjuncts tn a man s
life. For my own part, I have
endeavored to be an. unceasing
encouragement to my husband
and any sort of a complimentary
adjunct he needed at the time
I could never have edited his pa
pcrs, I could not even have writ
ten for them. I have none of
the qualifications for a genius
I am not clever."
"What about your home?"
"It is in Surrey, one of the
oldest places in England. Its
gardens and conservatories are
beautiful. I am a great garden
er, and have studied horticulture
as an art."
MR. AND MRS. HARMSWORTH.
"And housekeeping?"
Among the great protagonists
"Not as an art, but a real pro
of journalism today is Mr. Harms
fession. Next to the study of
worm, an lnglisn newspaper
man, who has modernized jour human nature a particular male
I mean house
nahsm in London, and who has human nature,
paying pro
is
keeping
the
best
made fame and amassed a fortune
fession a wife can follow."
of millions at the age of 35 years,
This last paragraph is hearti
His chief factor in gaining that
eudoreed by
ly
Martha
success has been his wife, whom
he married 11 yars ago when
"IS" 071 "Altlir
sne was a sup ot a gin. Mie is
The question has been often
now a tall English beauty and discussed whether the name of thi
an exponent of "How to be hap country is singular or plural
py in marriage." This seems to Should we say "the United States
come easily to all happily mar is" or "are" a republic? Several
ried women, buther views, which cases lately argued before the
sne gives to tne public, are so Supreme Court, which will soon
good I cannot refrain from copy be decided, involve the same
ing a few for the benefit of our question in a matter much more
readers:
important than one of correct
"Every one ought to marry,' syntax.
said Mrs. Harmsworth
As a result of the erents cf the
"I don't believe single men ever past three years the American flag
attain the best that is in them, floats, an emblem of sovereignty,
because their natures are incom over Porto Rico, the Philippines,
plete without the softening, Hawaii, Guam and one of the
tempering influence of women.
Samoañlslands. Have these new
"In the first place," continued possessions become a part of the
Mrs. Harmsworth, "it is necessary United States?
If so, their
to know yourself.
We ruu
inhabitants have acquired the
recognize our shoit suits as wel rights and privileges of citizens
as our long ones. Then all tha of the United States. Should one
remains ts to find someone who of them emigrate to New York
will fill up the suits.
he can become a voter, without
' á.rrt
inai 60unas simple, it is undergoing naturalization, as if
simple. The trouble i girls do he had Wen born in New Jersey.
to-d-
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Our Entire New Stock op
FALL AND WINTER GOODS
We invite our cuiionicrs to coruc and inspect our large
and well assorted line of
DRESS GOODS
LADIES' WAISTS
LADIES' SKIRTS
CLOAKS AND CAPES

AND

BLANKETS
QUILTS

In fact our stock includes everything- in winter;
apparel and is complete and elegant for ladies, children, and infants. Give us a call. Remember that it is no
trouble to show goods.
JMail orders receive prompt attention.
ready-to-we-

Price Bros.

ar

& Co.

Wan tod

For hauling coal and lumber.
and for freighting. Steady work
guaranteed.
Address,
A. H. Hilton, Manager,
San Antonio, N. M.
A

CENTS' FURNISHINGS
BOOTS AMD SHOES
CARPETS AND MATTINGS

UNDERWEAR

s

Teams

JUST ARRIVED.

HAS

rv

THE NEW

DEEP MYSTERY.

J

A1EX1CO

SCHOOL OF

SOCORRO, N. M.

MINES

It is X mystery why women
backache,
endure
headache.
nervousness, sleeplessness, nielan
SPRING SESSION BEGINS JANUARY 28, 1901.
choly, fainting and dizzy spells
when thousands have proved that
REGULAR DEGREE COURSES OF STUDY:
Mectnc Uitters will quickly cure
such troubles. "I suffered for
I,
years with kidney trouble," writes
Mrs. l'hebe Lherley, of l'eterson.
Milling
Ia., "and a lame back pained me
so 1 could not dress myself, but
lMectric líitters wholly cured me,
Civil
and although 73 years old, I now
am able to do all my housework."
Special courses are offered in Assaying, Chemistry, Surveying.
it overcomes constipation, ím A
A Preparatory Coukse is maintained for the benefit of J
proves the appetite, gives perfect
health. Only 50c at all drug
those who have not had the necessary advantages before
stores, W. W. Uorrowdale, Mag A coming to the School of Mines.
dalena.
e nn for írir nrfnantfirv course: íio'no for the
SpccM Muter 5als.
technical coarse.

Chemistry and Metallurgy
Engineering
II,
Engineering
III,

o
o

o
6

j

Tf,i-rin-

No. 32).
hereby giren that, whereas by the
decresof the District Court of the Fifth Jn
diclal District la and for the County of Socorro,
made the 17th day of September, a. I YX,
In a came therein peixllntf wherein Firmln
James was plaintiff ajid William M. Hurst, R
G. Head; Emelene Ptototan, Uurat, Klenne &
Wiley, An;rut Klrhne and J. W. Wiley, la
dirldnally, Ferdinand A. Wyman, Trustee, and
W. F. Wyman A Company, and Laura B. Ilarst
wife of WHUsju. M. Tu rut, were defenrlsnta. It
wasoricr'vl, acfjuded and decrrl, among othet
tulnym that the said William M. Uurht pay to
the said plaintiff, Firmln Jame, within ninety
days from that d.ue the antn of ten thousand
one hanrirtd and eighty dollars with Intereai
therein at the rate of eight () pet cent per
antium from that date astil paid toirctlicr with
all costs of said salt; and that lu default of said
payment, the niorqraired property hereinafter
described and all the right, title and Interent o
the ha id defendants In and to the same, should
be sold to saliHfy the asms-And wbereaa.tbesaid ninety days hare elapsed
and the aald sums so to be paid by the aald
defendant, William M. Hurst, to the aald Firm!
Notice

CTben

I

James, are unpaid, and the undersigned has
been appointed Special Mauler to sell said
mortgaged property hereinafter described.
Now therefore, I, the undersigned Special
Master, will, on the fourth day of February, A
ten. 'clock a. m., at the
MJl, at the hour
front door of the Court Route la the city and
county of Socorro, acll at public auction, to the
highest biddcf for caah the following described
real c&taie situated In the couuty of Socorro,
snd Territory of Not Mexico,
The north half of the northwest quarter of
section seventeen, and theeast half of the north'
east quarter of section eighteen, both In town'
ship ten, south, ranga sixteen wet; and the
southeast quarter of the nortweM quarter, the
north half of the southwest quarter snd the
southwest quarter of the southwest quarter, all
la section thirty Ave, township nine, south
rar.ge sixteen west; the southeast quarter of
section thirty, township six, south casge four
teen west; and also the southwest qnarrer of
the southeast quarter and the southeast quarter
of the southwest quarter of section twenty-nintownship nine, south range fifteen west. New
Mexico principal meridian In New Mexico,
The said land will be sold en manse 01 In r par
ale parcels, as the master may deem txt, but If
sold la separate parcels, then no mors of said
parcels shall be sold this may be sufficient to
raise the amount due the Mid plaintiff, Flrml
James, by the said defendant, William M. Burst,
with interest and costs. Tbs plaintiff or any
other party may become a purchaser at said
sale.
Dated at Socorro, New Mexico, this lHth day
of December, A. D. 1AI.
W. II. WINTER
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F. A. JONES, Director.

FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

ALOUQUEtlQUE, KEtt ttCXICO.
Authorized Capital
Surplus
Profits
and
Paid Up Capital,
Deposits,

-

-

-

t

---

---

50oooo.cc
175.000.00
1,200,000x0

OFFICERS
President.
Vice Piesident

Jwihua S. Raynftfdi.
al. W. Flournoy,
NITED

Frank McKet. Cashier.
C. A. HAWKS. Assistant Cathie

STATES DEPOSITQRY- -o
POK A. T. 4 8. F. AND A. A P. RAILROADS.

need anything in the line don't
tail to try the best place which is the,

ALBUQUERQUE STEAM LAUNDRY
find good work, prompt services
Yffi
and everything to your liking if you will

J. E. Smitk. Aqt

WIT

Socorro, N.

Paying Propositions
We all are looking for them in these stirring

Don't think that mining is the only

business in which they are to be found. I have
them to offer in the following lines of business as well.

GREAT TRAI.NS.
Denver Northwest The "Burling;.
Pacinc Express," to
the I! lack Hilla, Wyoming, Montana

Kansas City North. Two
trains daily to Omaha, St Paul.
Kansas City to Chicago,

fin
- Th

famous "Ell."
Kansas City to St. Louis, -- Two
fast trains daily.
The highest grade of wide vestibuled,
PintHch-lighteequipment.
Write for descriptive matter, rates
d

and information.
BtrCH,
t. W. WAKtLtY,Agt.
C.L.
i y. A., jl foliara tiuir., nu ST.ra'r.
LOUIS, MS.
I

.

04XS, BK.
HOWARD ELLIOTT,
1

.MV, Ms

-

lf yo

" times.

Spokane, Taconia, Seattle, Portland,
Denver East The celebrated Chi
cairo and St. Louis Limited Five
No. 6; also tiitfht train No. 2. The
Burlinifton Is the main traveled road
Denver to the eas.

0-

HERE THEY ARE
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Livery. Feed and Cala Statics.
Hay. Grain. Coal, Lima and Cement,
Agent for tha Columbus Cussy Company.
City Freight and Passenger Transfer.
First-Clas- s
Corral In ConnscUan.

C. T.

BROWN,

Socorro, N. M.

n

